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Two dimensional fully-mixed-out flow conditions were measured dO\>lJlstream ofa two-
passage transonic fan-blade cascade which had low-profile vortex generators (VOs) attached 
to the suction surfaces ofthe blades_ The simulation was conducted using a blow-down wind 
tunnel at a Mach number of 1.4. TIle objective was 10 assess the effects of vortex generating 
devices on the suction surface shock-boundary layer interaction and the resulting losses 
Measurements are reported from tests made with older aluminum blading, with and without 
VOs, and with a nominally similar new set of steel blading, with and without VOs 
Differences between the old and new blading were found to be the most significant. While 
shock structures appeared to be similar with VOs attached, dye injection showed that the 
shock-induced boundary layer separation was greatly suppressed and the downstream flow 
was much steadier_ With VOs, the flow turning was improved by 0.94 degrees, but the fl ow 
loss coefficient increased by about II %. An extension of the study is needed to fu lly assess 
the potential of using low-profile VOs in military fan engines 
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r. U'iTRODUCTION 
Ir:creasing supersonic relatIve inlet Mach [lumbers are required (0 meet the demand 
for hig,ler levels of thrust, wh..i le limiling physical size, In turbo fan engir.es tor lransonic and 
supersonic aireaft Tfte highcr Mach numbers Lead to stronger shocks ·...,·hicil ~nteJ ac; with 
lhe turbulent bound.1~Y layer and adverse ly affect the lOlal pressure ratio and flow tu ning 
ang~e Ofl l'.e compressor blade ro .. ·\, In a transonic stage, a s ~ock forms in lfte rotor passage 
near the blade leading edge and impinges on lhe suction side boundary layer of the adjacent 
blade. The re~ult:ng flow field is depicted ill Figt:re 1, w:uch displays how the original normal 
sftock branches into two oblique shocks (referred (0 as the lambda foot) r:ear the hlade 
suction surface. This is due to a region of rcversed [low within the shock-boundary layer 
interaL"1ion. If the size of this interaction is large, :he reattached boundary layer downstream 
will be t:lick. As a resul:, the design flow lurnir:g angles will not be ac:lieved and lhe flow 







/~~ ___ Lambda Foot 
Figure 1. Shock Boundary Layer Interaction (from References 1 and 2) 
The process of separation is described, classically, as follows: Viscous shear stresses 
remove momentum from the lower region of the boundary layer, and when the low-
momentum air flow is subject to an adverse pressure gradient, il is unable to flow against the 
pressure rise If the downstream motion near the surface is brought to rest, a back flow is 
required which creates a region of recirculation and causes the oncoming boundary layer to 
separate 
In the attached boundary layer, turbulent eddie ~ constantly mix the momentum-rich 
outer boundary layer fluid wilh the momentum-poor inner boundary layer fluid, This 
momenlum transport can be augmented using vortex generators (VGs), Such devices shed 
organiud trailing vortices into the boundary layer which act to transfer fluid from the ouler 
to the inner regions, energizing the low momentum fluid near the surface and reducing the 
likelihood of separation. This mechanism of separation and the beneficial effects of VGs, 
apply no matter what is the source of adverse pressure gradient In the present study, the 
adwrse gradient was due to the fan passage shock wave. The particular VGs which wen: of 
interest were "low-profile" VGs. Low-profile VGs, described by McCormick [Ref. 3] and 
United Technologies Research Center (UTRC) [Refs. I and 2], produce less parasitic drag 
than conventional VGs, The VGs used in the present study were one of the designs 
investigated by UTRC 
Previous experiments [Refs, 1,2 and 3] examined the effects of low-profile VGs on 
the shock-boundary layer interaction in a round tube and detcrmined that the shock-induced 
separation was significantly suppressed and the boundary layer characteristics downstream 
ofthc shock were improved. The goal of the present study was to examine the control of the 
shock-boundary layer interaction in a model simulation of a transonic fan-blade passage flow 
and determine whether the effects of the VGs were confirmed. The wind tunnel was designed 
by Demo [Ref. 4] and the original test section geometry was first operated by Hegland [Ref. 
51-The work performed by Collins [Ref 6] resulted in an operational wind tunnel and 
cascade test section and the first successful static pressure measurements were made by 
Golden [Ref. 71 . A traversing, single-port pneumatic probe mechanism was constructed by 
Myer [Ref 8] to measure the impact pressure downstream of the fan-blade passages, and 
Tapp [Ref. 9] demonstrated that periodic conditions could be achieved in the passages by 
usmg a wall bleed system . A three~P0i1 pnee)matic probe was designed hy ,-\I!St in [R ef 10] 
and a!ta(::ted to the existing traversing syster.l to caicuia(e iJily·mixed-o ut condltionj in the 
cascade wake to determine totJol pressure loss :lllC flo,\, turning angle 
For '.tIC curre,! experiments, the original aluminum wind lunnel test stoion bladins 
wa s used to repeat and verity the results obtained by Ausrin [Ref 10J Once successli.c! 
repe"tah;lity was accornplisr.ed, 6-5 -1 low-vofilt:, triangul2.r plow VGs . depicted in Figure 
2. were attached te the suction surface of tile middle ar,rl lower blades to quantity thei r- eftect 
on tht IOlal p~essure losses aIld flow turning angk, and to detennine the potential benefir of 
tl:eir futlHe use. Concurrent wirh the wi:ld tunnel testing, a set of nickel-p lated, sted bladts 
was manufacn:red \Vhen the ;neasu~e!llents using the VGs were complele, the new blades 
were in~tdied. and lests to esnblish the degret of repeatabili ty ill the ,'efertnce configl:fatio:l, 
and with VGs attached, were conducted 
6· ~ ·1 Trj. ngul. , f'low 
Figure 2. Low-ProfiJc Vortex Generator (from Rcferenct: 10) 
The results showed that the VGs greatly suppressed the snack-induced boundary layer 
stparation, and the downstream flow was much steadier. It was also detcnnined that the 
difference in perfommnce of the old and new blading was significant ; the older cascade blade, 
caused decreased now turning and increased flow losses 
In the present repon, the wind tunnel, model simulation, data acquisition system and 
visuali zat ion systems are described in Chapter II. Chapter III describes the experimental 
program and Chapter IV summarizes the results. A discussion of the results, and the 
conclusions and recommendations based on the results, are given in Chapter V. 
n .. EXPEHlMENTAL SIMULATION 
A. TRANSONIC CASCAUE MOUEL DESCRIPTION 
The transonic cascadt wind tunnd was a two-dimensional simulation of the relat ive 
flow through a Navy developmental transonic fan at a Mach number of 1.4. The wind tunnel 
used was a blow-down device located at the Turbopropulsion Lahoratory at the Naval 
Postgraduate School. A schematic oftht:: facility is shown in Figures 3 and 4. The cascade 
test section. shown in Figure 5, modelled. two fan passages using three fan bladt::s. The center 
blade was a complete blade, while the upper and lower blades modelled only the lower and 
upper blade surfhces, respectively. The blades were inclined at an inc idence angle of 1. 15 
degrees to the freestream flow at design conditions, and the entire hlade geometry is depicted 
in Figure 6. The inlet pressure to the wind tunnel was controlled by a pneumatically-operated 
control valve, and a convergent-divergent nozzle provided the resulting Mach 1.4 flow to the 
test section inlet. The test section back pressure required to simulate fan pressure ratios and 
position the shocks in the blade passages, was controlled by a three valve system. The back 
pressure valve (BPV) and back pre.<.sure bleed valve (BPBV) were located downstream of the 
test section and controlled the back pressure of both passages simultaneously. The porous 
bleed valve (PBV), located on top of the test section, only controlled the pressure in the 
upper passage. The locations of the valves are shown in Figure 3, and details of their 
operation are g iven in References 7 and 9 A full description of the wind tunnel is given in 
Reference 6 
B. TEST SECTION INSTRUMENTATION 
I. Static Pressure Taps 
Static pressure taps were located on the test section side plates, the aluminum window 
(replacement blanks), the lower blade, and the wind tunnel side walls. The pressure taps 
used for calculating the cascade pressure loss coefficient, looking downstream from above 
the wind tunnel, were located as follows: 
Inlet static pressure (PI): Right side plate, upstream of the blading 
Exit static pre~$ure (P2): Lett side wall, downstream of the blad:ng 
Reference pressu~c (PR~~) Left ,ide wall at the ;JlemuIl 
Golden [Ref T] and Tapp IRef 9J gave full descriptions with diagrams of the pressun: t<ipS 
and their locations 
t'igure 3, Transonic Wind TUiU'Jel Facility (from Reference 9) 
'I·· -
riu,v Circu lar (0 
Str ",ghl~ "o, S creen R;, ! 
, I I T'~~~;~ M p"""" 
I ' ,1 \ I _, l . ' 
I ,J" ,.:~. ;:;:. J _Iwr 
Section E;{h""~l I 
l 
Figure 4. Transonic Wind Tunnel Schematic C !Tom Reference 8) 
tlc (from Reference 7) Figure 5. Test Section Schema . 
L.E. Radius = 0.0\5" 
T.E. Radius = 0.01 5" 
L.E. Wedge Ang l~ 3.5 deg 
T.E. Wedge Angle;.. 10.56 deg 
~~~~~ fu~e : ?3~~;' " 
Arc Radius 
P2- PI= - tl 
Probe Measures 0 
Figure 6. Cascade Blading Geometry (from Reference )0) 
2. Vt'ni cai Traverse and Impact Pmhc 
The vellical tr~ve~sing impact probe system was developed cy Myre [Rcf SJ 
cond:Jcting probe survcys downstream of t:lC cascade passages T!"le imDa(.: t probe was 
attacned to a pr::Joe holder (Figure 7) mOLinted or.. a VEUviEX UniS !ide Motor Driven 
Assemb ly. Thc UniSlide '""as contro lled by a VEUvfEX NF90 stepping motor contrelle! 
The sy:;tem was designed to accOIll(ldate va!iou.> probe tips. and the one in current l~se was 
desi gned hy Austin [Re: 10j <InO snown ir. Figure 8 The J ·hok probe W ,lS des igned (;) 
meaSlJr~ Mach number, How angle, ar.d velo<.:ities in the shear layer as it traversed througr. 
the fan -blade wake. Tile ce:1ter pan v..'as nomlul to thc tunnel a:r How and the two (lute! 
port~ were Cllt at 40 dewee angles horizon:aJly outward The prohe calibration was 
completed by Aus:in [Ref 10], and it was shown thaI the probe was only sensitive to Mach 
number an~ pitch angle 
f-to--; I 
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Figure 8. Probe Tip (from Reference 10) 
C. DATA ACQl:1SITION AND ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
Wendland [Ref. 11J installed and interfaced the components of the data acquisition 
and analysis system and wrote the first computer programs for it. Since then, each researcher 
who has used the transonic wind tunnel system has modified the software to suit the needs 
of their work. The components of the system were the pressure measurement system and the 
data acquisition and reduction programs. A schematic afme system is shown in Figure 9, and 
its operation is outlined in the updated 20C-14 Software User's Guide, given in Appendix 
A. 
L Pressure Measurement System 
1be pressure measurement system is described in Reference II and consisted of three 
sub-systems; namely, a "Zero Operate and Calibrate" (ZOC-14) Data Acquisition System 
(DAS) for recording pressure data, a continuous static pressure-ratio monitoring system, and 
the traverse system downstream of the cascade passages. An HP 9000 Series 300 desk top 
computer acted as the master controller for the 20C-\4 DAS, and also provided the means 
10 
for data storage and pro~es~ing An HP 6944A mu!tiprognolmmer interfaced wit h the fIT' 
9000 an d contlOlled variOllS ZOC- 14 DAS op(~ration s wei func tions The wind tur:nel 
prC5 S\lr~ taps were connected to thrtt Scanivalvc ZOC-14 electronic scanning modules which 
Figure 9. Data Acquisition System S(;hematic (from Reference 9) 
converted the pressures to analog voltage output signals, which were sent to the l-IT' 6944A 
Two CALSYS 2000 cal ibration modules (CALMODs) were incorporated to send reference 
pressures to the ZOC- i4s for calibration purposes Myre's study only required one ZOC-14 
and one CALSYS 2000, but because Wendland's design allowed for expan~ion, Tap? [Ref 
9J was able to add two ZOC- 14s and one CALSYS 2000 for his work. The additional 
CALSYS 2000 was required due to lower Iransducer pressure ranges for the new ZOC-14s 
The system used in the pre~ent study contained all the hardware used by Tapp, but only the 
one o riginal 20C-14 (ZOC 1) and the new CALSYS 2000 (CALMOD 2) were used to 
collect pressure data 
The pressure-ratio monitoring system used two 100 PSID transducers with signal 
conditioning, an HP ]455A digital voltmeter [Ref. 121, an HP ]497 A data acquisition/control 
unit [Ref. 13 j, and the HP 9000. Test section inlet and exit static pressures, PI and P2, and 
the pressure ratio, P2fPI, Sl-1. by the turmel operator, were displayed on the HP 9000 monitor 
The pressure ratio was set by the tunnel operator and was used to position the shocks in the 
eascade passages when the aluminum window blanks were in place and the flow in the test 
section could not he seen. The readouts were continuous until data acquisition was initiated 
To enable a reliable (leak-free) transition between the calibration and operation mode of the 
100 PSID transducers, an operation/calibration solenoid valve was installed into the system 
and is shown in Figures 10 and 11 . 
The probe traverse system was also pmgranuned through the HP 9000. Details of the 
system are given by Myre (Ref. 8] and operating procedures are given in References 14 and 
1S 
Figure 10. PI and P2 Operation/Calibration Solenoid Valve 
12 
Figure 11. P I and P2 Operation/Calibratiun Solenoid Valve With Selector Handle 
2. Data Acquisition Rnd Reduction Programs 
Ibe uriginal ZOC-1 4 data acquisition and reduction programs written by Wendland 
lRef II] were at the core of the wind tunnel software used in the present study. The data 
acquisition program used herein was "NEW_SCAN_ZOC", which had four different data 
acquisition options as described in Reference 8. Program "NEW_READ_ZOCI" was the 
data reduction program, which converted the acquired 20C-14 voltage data to pressures in 
psia The same program was then used to print out and plot the pressures, and calculate the 
"fully-mixed-uut" conditions from probe survey data. The basis for calculating the fully-
mixed-out dimensionless velocity, flow angle, and total pressure (downstream of the probe), 
was that the integrated mass flux measured at the probe station, equalled the passage mass 
flow rate at the cascade inlet. Due to the probe not traversing parallel to the blade trailing 
edges, the required blade traverse distance had to be dctennined. The complete derivation 
for calculating the fully-mixed-out conditions is given in Reference 16, and Reference j 0 
contains the equations programmed in "NEW_READ_ZOC1" The programs 
"NEW_SCA1'l"_ZOC" and "NEW_READ_ZOC" arc listed in References 8 and 10. 
respectively. and the modifications to these programs which were made during the present 
work are given in Appendix II 
D. VISUALIZATION SYSTKMS 
1. Shadowgraph 
A shadowgraph visualization system was used to position, photograph. and video 
record the shocks in the cascade passages when the test section Plexiglas windows were in 
place, '111e system used a continuous light source for visualizing the placement of the shocks 
and filming with an 8 mm camcorder and monitor system, A spark light source (in the same 
housing) was used with a polaroid camera and high speed film. To line up the shocks in their 
on-design position in the upper and lower cascade passages, two vertical, wire guides were 











2. Colored D)-'e Injection 
A colored dye injecTion visualization sy~tcm was used to demonstrate the effecTs the 
shocks had on the boundary layer separation on the upper surface of the cascade blades A 
bl ue fo od coloring/alchohol mix was injected into one of the lower blade pressure ports 
upstream of the shock, and the 8 mm camcorder and moniTOr sy~tem was uscd TO record the 
event. The injcction system is shown sdlcmatically in Figure 13 
Trailing Edge 
Top s"r", or 1--
Botlom Blade and 
Injection Ports 
Camcorder 
Dye Syrin ge 
Leadlnli: Edge 
Figure 13. Dye Injection Visualization System 
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lU. EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAl\I 
A. ATTACH.\IENT OF THE VORTEX GENERATORS 
I. Sizing Based on Boundary Layer Thickllcss 
In his study. McCormick [Ref 3], who used low-profile, wedge-type van ex 
gener-dloTs (VGs) which were the invention ofWhccler [Ref I n determined that, optimally, 
the VG~ should be between 10-50 % of the boundary layer thickness, () Therefore, in the 
present experiment, in order to use a similar scale, () had to be determined. A spark 
shadowgraph photograph of the test section passages, showing the boundary layer forward 
of the shocks (in the full aft position for clarity) is shown in Figure 14. This photograph was 
used 10 determine that & = .064 inches. Therefore, the (6-5 -1) triangular plow VGs (Figure 
2) used in the present program, which were 1132 inch high, had a hcight (h) = .488 6) The 
procedure uscd for calculating 6 is givcn in Appt:ndix C 
l'igUl·e 14. Polaroid Photograph of Test Section Used to Determine 6 
17 
2. ro.~itioning and Attachment 
Tn order to be most effective, McCormick [Refs, 3 and ~81 fcund that the VGs had 
to be posit;oned 20 0 - JO 0 forward of the sr.ock posilion b r:is experimen:s, he used the 
V\"heele~ ·Doub i et arrangement, where two, overlapping rows of the \\Theeler wedge.type 
Veis, spacec at 64 h, were piaccd across the upper surface of the blade as shown in fi gure 
15, United Technologies Research Center (UfRC) [Ref. 2J had also completed testing using 
a single row of both 6-5- 1 triangular plow (Figure 2) ar!d triangular ramp low-profile YGs 
spaced at 6 h, The ramp had the same geometry ,15 the plow, but the apex was pointed 
downstream, similar to the Wheeler Doublet, The UTRC results showed that each 
configuration shed an equal amount of circulation in the wake of the VGs , Villarreal and 
Tofanel's [Ref 19] investigation of the drag caused by 6·5 -1 triangular pi ow and ram? YGs 
showed that the plow <.:reated less drag, therefore, the plow coru:guration with the 6 h spacing 
was used here, Figures 16-18 show how the YGs were positioned on the upper surface of 
the lower and middle aluminum blades, and Appendix C documents the calculations used to 




Figurt 15. Wheeler-Doublets used by McCormick (from Reference J) 
Figure 16. Schematic of Cascade Blade With Vortex Generators Attached 
19 
Figure 17. Photograph of Middle Blade With Vortex Generators Attached 
20 
Figure 18. Close-up Photograph of Middle Blade With Vortex Generators Attached 
21 
B. TEST PROCED()RE 
To ensure that the wind tunnel was operating correctly and that tunnel runs would be 
repeatable. several initial mns were complcted using the shadowgraph system, The purpose 
of these runs was to familiarize the operator with the wind tunnel operation, and 10 compare 
the on-design position of the shocks to that ofa file videotape recorded by Tapp lRe[ 9] 
Although exact llIeasurements could not be taken due to the unsteadiness of both the upper 
and lower shocks, the positions, when comparing the relative distances to the guide wires, 
were very close to the videotape locations, The procedure to set the shocks in their on-design 
positions in both passages was as follows: 
The tunnel was allowed to become steady at a plenulll pressure of33 psig 
2. While monitoring the shadowgraph, the BPV was closed by pulling the 
hydraulic jack handle down four full times 
The jack handle was then pulled down smoothly a fifth time until the lower 
shock moved just aft of the wire guide 
The RPRV was then dosed until the lower shock moved into position just 
forward of the wire guide 
The PBV was then adjusted to position the upper shock just forward of 
the wire guide, Closing the PRV (moving handle down) would move the 
shock forward, and opening it would move the shock aft 
In all past experiments, the BPV and BPRV were reset to full open before each tunnel 
run, and the above procedure was performed each time. To produce even greah:r 
repeatability, tests were completed to determine if the tunnel could be started with the SPV 
and BPBV in their closed, on-design. positions from the previous tunnel mn. If the 
atmospheric pressure had not changed significantly, and the plenum pressure was again set 
and allowcd to stabilize at J3 psig, the positions of the shocks would be at the on-design 
locations. If the atmospheric or plenum pressure had varied slightly, the shock positions 
could be "fme tuned" using the SPBV and PEV. The day's initial tunnel run was always set 
using the five steps abo>{e due to changing atmospheric conditions, but for subsequent runs 
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on the same day, the procedure using the previous valve setttings was used very su(';cessfully 
When the test conditions were set, in tests in which probe survey data were required, 
acquisition wa~ ini tiated at the keyboard of the I [p 9000 
C, PROGRAM OF TESTS 
1. Aluminum Blades Without Vortex Generators 
\\-'hen it was detemuned that all the wind tunnel and data acquisition equipment, and 
the appropriate computer programs and their modifications were operating correctly, a first 
series of runs was made using the original aluminum cascade blading for comparison with the 
results obtained by Austin [Ref 101 These measurements, including the data for fully-mixed-
out conditions, were required to provide a baseline to which measurements with VGs would 
be referred 
2, Aluminum Blades With Vortex Generators 
The second series of runs also used aluminum blading, but the middle blade was 
replaced with a new aluminum blade, and low-profile VGs were attached to the middle and 
lower blades, [When the blading was removed from the test section after the first set of runs, 
the leading edge of the middle blade was found to have eroded significantly due to the mild 
sand blasting ellect of particles in the tunnel air flow. A new aluminum middle blade was 
available, and it was used to replace the middle blade after VGs had been attached to the 
suction surface. The upper and lower blades were found not to have deteriorated measurably, 
and were not replaced ,] When data collection and reduction were complete for the second 
set of runs, the dye injection visualization system was used for comparison with Tapp's [Ref 
9J results. The dye injection ports and shock on-design position are shown in Figure 19. for 
a direct comparison with Tapp's results, the dye was first injected at .45 C (where C is the 
blade chord), ,20 inches aft of the on-design shock position, which was at .42 C The shock 
was then moved smoothly forward using the BPY until it passed over and moved forward of 
the dye injection port. A second visualization was carried out using an injection port at ,3 4 
C, .46 inches forward of the on-design shock position. The shock was first positioned at the 
on-design location, and then the dye was injected to observe the response created as the dye 
moved through the ~hock-boundary layer interaction 
y," t ... . 42 C: Sbotk On-Design 
i 2) 0 I'ositlon 
... L. E_ _34 C _45 C 
C:=6iDtbu 
Figure 19. Schematic of Dye Injection Ports 
J. Steel Blades Without Vortex Generators 
Due to the deterioration apparent in the middle aluminum blade which had been used 
for the baseline measurements, a third series of tests was conducted using a new set of nickel-
plated, steel cascade blading. The new blading was installed w'ithout VGs. The blades were 
"hardened" by nickel plating to better withstand erosion (although the problem was much 
reduced after the new compressed air system had been used extensively). The results 
obtained from these runs were to provide an alternate baseline reference to that obtained with 
the aluminum blades, and to see what degree of repeatability was achieved in similar tests with 
new hardware_ A dye injection visualization using the .34 C injection port was made for 
comparison with the visualization obtained with VGs installed and with the shock in its on-
design position This mode of visualization was no! available on Tapp's {Ref. 9] videotape. 
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4. Strel Hlades With Vortex Generators 
The steel blading was removt:d from the test section, and YGs were attached to the 
suction surface of the lower and middle blades. A series of tests was conducted to first 
measure the performance ditference between using new blading with and without VGs, and 
then to assess the performance degradation whkh results from using old blading Dye 




A. DATA COLLECTION AND PRESENTATION 
The pressures collected from the three-hole pneumatic probe were Pp2, 1\1, and P.,J, 
respectively, reading from left to right in Figure 8. All or tile measured pressures which were 
used to calculate the fully-mixed out conditions of the fan-blade wake are lisled in Tahle I 
Table 2 lists the 33 survey positions at which data were taken as the probe traversed 
downward from ils ini tial position. The data acquisition program "NEW_SCAN _zoe was 
coded to collel1 10 pre~s\lre samplc~ fo r each port at each of the survey positions_ The raw 
pressure data were Ihen reduced to pressures and slored on the HP 9000 hard drive for 
further reduction using the program "NEW_READ _ ZOC I ". This second program was used 
to read the reduced pressure data, prin t il out in labular fo rm, and plot pressures as a fun ction 
of the survey position. It also calculated the required blade traverse distance (ds) for one 
blade xpace, the fully-mixed-out dimensionless velocity (XJ ), flow angle (PJ), lolal pressure 
(PIJ), and flow loss coefficient (til ........ ) The equations used for the calculations are given in 
Reference 10 




Atmospheric (P ... nJ 
Plenum (PREF) 31 
Upstream Static (PI) 29 
Downstream Static P2 30 
Table 1. Measured Pressures and Ports Assigned 
Position Distance Position Distance Position 
12 0,67175 23 1,0155 
0.09685 IJ 0, 703 24 1.04675 
0,193 7 14 0,73425 25 1. 078 
0.29055 15 0.7655 26 1.10925 
0.3874 16 0.79675 27 1.1405 
0.48425 17 0.828 28 1.17175 
0.5155 18 0.85925 29 1.2686 
0.54675 19 0.8905 30 1,36545 
0,578 20 0,92 175 31 1,4623 
10 0,60925 21 0,953 32 l.55915 
11 0,6405 22 0.98425 33 1.656 
Table 2. Traversing Probc Survey Positions (inches from stall) 
B. ALUMINUM BLAVES WITHOUT VORTEX GENERATORS 
Four tests were completed to ensure repeatability and agreement with the results 
obtained by Austin [Ref 10]. Figures 20 and 21 are examples of the pressure data and fully-
mixed-out calculations output by "NEW_READ_ZOCl ". Tables 3 and 4 summarize the 
results, and the data for all runs are given in Appendix D. The averages for the atmospheric 
pressure (PAn.J and total temperature (TT) are not listed because they were not significant 
to the results. The atmospheric conditions changed daily, but the conditions set by the tunnel 
operator, PREF and nlPl, were required to be consistent. The results were very similar to 
those oblained by Austin [RefI O), and showed that the repeatability was excellent, The only 
significant difference, and improvenlent, was the 2. 16 % increase in PtJ , which decreased the 
fl ow losses by 11 .5 'Yo. The shadowgraph system was used to position the shocks in the upper 
and lower passages, and thei r locations compared very closely to those observed in Tapp's 
2B 
[Ref 9] videotape Figure 23 _i hows a polaroid pholOgraph cf the shock positicns using tf :e 
spark shadowgraph system 
Figure 20. Reduced Data Example: Aluminum Blades Without VGs, Run 1, 1118/95 
I [' s t at Fp l 
~I \ 1."~oC-, 7" """'"]5;--0-, ~"l?-C':-' "'"-c;,,C:,C-, Cc" -:0-. , ,~ 
Figure 21. Example Pressure Distibution and Fully-Mixed-Out Results 
Aluminum Blades Without VGs, Run 1, 1/18/95 
Run II P.\T ( sill) T "R) P J: ~ (psill) P2!PI 
J4 ,82 512,0 48,27 2.001 
14.58 519,5 47 ,72 1.998 
14,59 518.0 48.21 1,981 
14,58 516.5 48.04 2.010 
AVERAGE NA NA 48.06 1.998 
Austin AVG NA NA 48.11 2.082 
DlFF NA NA -0.105 % -4.035 % 
Table 3. Wind Tunnel Conditions: Aluminum Blades Wi thout VGs 
RUN II X, PtJ (psia) P,(d,,) lil ......... 
0.31 53 4 1.26 54.68 0,2121 
0.3 124 40.89 54 .78 0,2092 
0.313 1 4Ll6 54 ,62 0,2139 
0.3104 4104 54.56 0,2130 
AVERAGE 0.3128 41.09 54.66 0.2121 
Austin AVG 0,3127 40.22 55.00 0.2396 
DTFF +0.032 % +2.163 % -0.34 d .. .48% 
Table 4. Fully-Mixcd-Out Results: Aluminum Blades Without VGs 
C. ALUMINUM BLADES WITH VORTEX GENERATORS 
The low-profile, triangular plow VGs were attached to the new middle and original 
lower aluminum hlades as described in Appendix C. When the test section was reassembled, 
four wind tunnel tests were conducted using the shadowgraph system for positioning the 
shock. Figure 22 shows a representative measured pressure distribution and shows tbat 
increased pressure losses were incurred through tbe cascade, Tables 5 and 6 summarize the 
results obtained from the four runs, for which the data are given in detail in Appendix D The 
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results show that PRIT was maintained fairly constant (within O,! 04 %), but PUl'} decreased 
slightly when compared to the reference configuration tests. The increased pressure losses 
in the cascade wake caused Pt, to decrease by 1.51 %, leading to an 8,06 % increase inG1 """,. 
Tlle design cascade outlet flow angle was 50 degrees, therefore, the VGs improved ~ ) by 
094 degrees, turning the flow closer to its design value 
Figure 22. Example Pressure Distribution: Aluminum Blades With VGs, Run 1,2115/95 
Run /I P (psilt T 'R P r.r( lsia P211'I 
14.59 5]65 47.92 1.963 
14,59 512,5 48.18 ] ,97 1 
14.60 510.5 47 ,96 L964 
14.59 5]1.5 47.99 1.976 
AVERAGE NA NA 48.01 1.969 
AVGW/O NA NA 48.06 1.998 
()fFF NA NA -0.104 % -1.451 % 
Table 5. Wind Tunnel Conditions Aluminum Blades With VGs 
RUN # X, PIJ (psia) ~, (d'g) Q...ad 
0.3114 40,36 53 .69 0.2298 
0.3190 40,64 53 .93 0.2281 
0.3179 40.35 53.59 0.2319 
0.:1175 40.52 53.68 0.2269 
AVERAGE 0.3190 40.47 53.72 0.2292 
AVGW/O 0.3128 41.09 54.66 0.2121 
DTFF +1.982 % -1.509 % -0.94 dee: +8.062 % 
Table 6. Fully-Mixed-Out Results: Aluminum Blades With VGs 
Additional tests were conducted, and 8mm videotapes were made of the shock 
structure seen on the shadowgraph screen and of the dye injel:tion pallems. Polaroid 
photographs were also taken of the shock structure using the spark light source, The 
shadowgraph showed that the shock locations were slightly further upstream (more forward 
of the guide wires), and the lambda foot was more curve<!, but less well defined in the lower 
passage than when the VGs were not installed. Figures 23 and 24 provide a comparison 
Figure 23. On-Design Shock Positions: AJuminum Blades Without VGs 
Figure 24. On-Design Shock Positions: Aluminum Blades With VGs 
between the two shock structures. The first dye inject ion was at the .45 C position The 
shock was moved forward (by increasing the back pressure) from the full aft position. passed 
the injection point When compared to Tapp's [Ref 9J videotape, less boundary Jayer 
separation (sideways and upstream spreading) was observed . The second dye inject ion was 
made at the .3 4 C position with the shock stationary at it~ on-design location There was a 
small amount of separation, evidenced hy spreading on the surface under the shock, however, 
the jel of injectant generally appeared to "bloom" as it passed through the shock and moved 
downstream, When the hack pressure was raised to move the shock forward across the 
inject ion port, the spreading on the surface increased somewhat, unti l the shock passed 
n. STEEL BLADES WITHO UT VORTEX GENERATORS 
New steel hlades were installed in place of the aluminum blades in tbe test section and 
four wind tunnel tests were completed to ohtain probe survey data, Figure 25 shows an 
example of the measured pressure di~tribution, and Table~ 7 and 8 summarize and compare 
the reduced data. Complete data for all four runs are given in Appendix D , Additional tests 
were conducted for flow visualization. The shadowgraph system was again used. and an 
8mm videotape was recorded to compare with Tapp's [Ref. 9] observations. The shock 
positions, structure, and beha'<10r as the shock was moved forward through the passage, were 
observed to be virtually identical to lapp's results. A dye injection test, using the .34 C 
inj ection port, with the shocks in their on. design positions, was also conducted for 
comparison with the observations made with VGs installed. The interaction at the shock was 
very significant, .... ~th the dye being spread across the entire width of the blade, downstream, 
and to both sides. After sufficient time for observation, the shock was moved forward (by 
increasing the back pressure) until it passed over the injection port. The flow separation 
increased greatly, even spraying dye up onto the Plexiglas windows. This behavior contrasted 
graphically with what had been observed with the aluminum blades when the VGs were 
installed 
The probe survey results in Tables 7 and 8 show that the steel blading perfonned 
better. in every respect, than the older aluminum blades. A slightly higher pressure ratio was 
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attai;]ed, and less overa!l loss occurred in the passage The dcwnstream flow angle also 
improved to within 3 degrees of the design value. The improvement was possibly att ributable 
to the degradation cfthe aluminum blades, wmen had visible roughness on ailleadir.g edges 
and surfaces, especially the middle blade 
Figure 25. Example Pressure Distribution: Steel Blades Without VGs, Run 1, 2/24/95 
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Hun /I I'"" sia 1 OR) P F (psia P2!P) 
14.79 515,0 48,27 2.005 
14.79 SI5 ,O 48 ,04 2.019 
14.77 514.5 48.33 2,001 
14,78 SU5 47.78 2,011 
AVERAGE NA NA 48.11 2.009 
AI W/O VGs NA NA 48.06 1.998 
DlFF NA NA +0.104 % +0.551 "/. 
Table 7. Wind Tunnel Conditions: Steel Blades Without VGs 
RUN# X, PtJ (psia) p, (d'g) 
'" 
0,3079 41.35 52.83 0.2098 
0.3058 4L15 52.83 0.2097 
0,) 110 41.44 52,60 0.2085 
0.3055 41.01 52.94 0,2069 
AVBRAGE 0.3076 41.24 52.80 0.2087 
Al WIO VGs 0.31 28 41.09 54.66 0,2121 
DlFF -1.662 % +0,365 % -1.86 dee. -1.603 ':I. 
Table 8, Fully-Mixed-Out Results: Steel Blades Without VGs 
E. STEEL BLADES WITH VORTEX GENERATORS 
The low-profile VGs were attached to the middle and lower steel blades, and four 
tests were completed for comparison with the configuration without VGs attached, and to 
detennine ifincreased flow tuming and decreased flow separation would result. A fifth test 
using dye injection at the 34 C injection port, with the shoch in their on-de~ign po~ition, was 
conducted for comparison with the observation~ made with the aluminum blades with VGs, 
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and the steel blades without VOs The dye injection showed less boundary layer separation 
at the shock when compared to the steel blades without VGs, but showed a slight increase 
in blooming when compared to the aluminum blades with VOs. 
During the tests, the shadowgraph showed that the shock structures were similar 10 
those that developed on the aluminum blades with VGs atlached . The difference was that the 
oblique shocks on the lower blade were sharper, and more defined, Ihan the shocks on the 
lower aluminum blade Figure 26 shows the shock structures, and can be compared to Figure 
24 (Aluminum blades with VGs) 
Figure 26. On-Design Shock Position: Steel Blades With VGs 
Figure 27 shows an example of the measured pressure distribution, and Tables 9 and 
10 summarize and compare the reduced data. Complete data for all four tests are given in 
Appendix D. The results show that the pressure ratio, fl ow angle, and fl ow losses all 
increased. For this fmal series of tests, P2 was measured from a sIalic port on the other side 
of the test section, directly across from the original port. This was done because of clogging 
in the original port from the previous dye injection tests, and is the most probable reason for 
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the lncrease in pres~ure ratio. P2 was not used in the calculation ofllow angle or flow loss, 
and therefore, has no effect on these perfonnancc measurements, The 7.09 % increase in 
flow losses was very comparable to Ihe losses incurred when VGs were attached to the 
aluminum blades, where an 8 06 % increa~e was measured, The increase in flow angle, 
signifying less flow turning, was no! expected based on the experience with the aluminum 
blading However, the new steel blades, with thete new polished finish, had already improved 
the flow turning by 1.86 degrees, which was quite significant. This may be the best 
performance which can be achieved by this blading geometry, The attachment of VGs 
therefore had adversely affected the pcrfonnance. Figures 28 and 29 summarize the flow 
angle and flow loss results from all fOl1f blading configurations. 
\ 
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Figure 27. ElWl1ple Pressure Distributioll: Steel Blades With vas, Run I, 31l4f95 
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R un # P I (psia T oR PREF(psia P2IPI 
14.80 520.0 48.13 2.079 
14 .80 51 9. 5 49.16 2.070 
14 .81 520.0 48.27 2.081 
14.8 1 5230 48.12 2. 066 
AVERAGE N A NA 48.42 2.074 
W/OVGs NA NA 48.11 2.009 
DIFF NA NA +0.639 % +3.235 % 
Table 9. Wind Tunnel Conditions: Steel Blades With VGs 
RUN# X, Ptl(psia) p, (d'g) tiJ ....... of 
0.3159 40.72 54.20 0.2256 
0.3 183 41.6 1 54 .09 0.2249 
0.3 167 40.88 54 .00 0.2237 
0. 3186 40.91 53.90 0.21 99 
AVERAGE 0.3174 41.03 54.05 0.2235 
W/OVGs 0.3076 41.24 52.80 0.2087 
DrFF +3.186 '"10 -0.509 0/. +1.25 del!' +7.092 % 
Table 10. Fully-Mixed-Out Results: Steel Blades With VGs 
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Figure 28. Fully-Mixed-Out Flow Angle ( P J) 
fig ure 29. Fully-Mixed-Out Flow Loss Cocffi cicDt (W .... ,~) 
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V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
rhe dye injection results, which showed thaI the extent of shock-induced separation 
decreased when VG~ were attached to the cascade blading aTC in concurrence with 
McCormick (Ref. Jl, who also found that low-profile YGs suppressed the separation and 
improved the boundary layer characteristics downstream of the shock. McCormick also 
observed that the lower mass-averaged total pressure in the wake oflhe interaction result s 
from suppression of the separation bubble, which decreases the extent of the total pressure 
region associated with passage through the lambda fool shock system, and increases the 
extent orthe normal shock 
The degradation in transonic blading performance as a result of blade deterioration 
and roughness has been measured in transonic rotor tests and reported in a recent paper by 
Suder et aI [Ref. 20]. The results obtained in the present cascade study, which showed that 
older, rougher, and slightly eroded blading adversely affected flow turning and flow loss, are 
consistent with the fotor results of Suder et al 
The last set of tests showed that flow turning was not improved when VGs were 
attacherl to the new set ofst~l blades. This was not consistent with the tests using the older, 
aluminum blading. The effect on flow turning when using the new blading without VGs, was 
twice the improvement which resulted when the older blading, with VGs attached, was used 
This large increase in flow turning was possibly the best which could be achieved with the 
geometry, and any alterations to the configuration, including adding VGs, would have adverse 
results 
A summary of the conclusions drawn from the present study is as follows 
Low-profile vortex generators 
reduced shock-induced boundary layer separation 
increased flow turning when old blading was used 
decreased flow turning when new blading was used 
decreased fully-mixed-out total pressure 
increased fully-mixed-out flow loss 
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Roughness and erosion 
decreased now turning 
decreased fully-mixed-out total pressure 
increased fully-mixed-out now loss 
It is recommended that additional experiments be conducted using the same four test 
programs used in the present study, but instead of attaching the low-profile VGs in the 
triangular plow configuration, triangular ramps should be investigated. The UTRC studies 
concluded that the plow configuration initially de-energized the boundary layer just 
downstream of the VGs before it increased the momentum transport further downstream 
[Ref. 2] . The strength of the vortices grew to the same magnitude as those produced by the 
triangular ramps, but because there was no initial de-energization when the ramps were used, 
this configuration should be tried. 
The pressure distribution plots for both sets of blading without VGs attached show 
that the total pressure (Ppl) measured by the impact probe downstream of the middle blade 
pressure and suction surfaces were virtually a mirror image of each other. The plots with 
VGs attached show a pressure distribution downstream of the pressure surface which had 
higher values, indicating less flow losses, and was not similar in shape to the distribution 
downstream of the suction surface This difference was probably due to waves from the 
leading edges of the triangular plows on the lower blade. Therefore, tests using the ramp 
configuration (the waves from the leading edges will be different) are again suggested for 
comparison 
In the present study, the VGs were placed at a distance of20 {j upstream of the on-
design shock position. Future experiments should investigate the performance obtained when 
the VGs are attached at a distance of30 {j upstream of the shock position in both the plow 
and ramp configuration. This will show a performance comparison at the two low-profile VG 
effective range limits which were determined by McCormick [Ref. 3]. 
Experiments using smaller VGs would be desirable, because the height (h) of the 
current VGs, for the measured boundary layer thickness (6), are at the upper limit 
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recommended by McCormick fRef 3 J- Dye injection tests with the video camera on a level 
plane with the lower blades would also be beneficial in dctcmlining the vertical blooming of 
the shock-induced boundary layer separation 
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API'ENDIX A. ZOC-14 SOFTWAlH: USER'S GUIDi': 
The OIiginal operating guide was writtcn by Myrc [Rcf. 7 J, updated by Tapp [Ref. 8J 
aller a second CALSYS2000 calibration module was added, and was furthcr modified during 
lhe present study to reflecllhe current tunnel operation 
START-UP 
Turn on the HP CALSYS 2000 CALMODS #1 and #2, ZOC- 14 
Enclosures #1, #2 HP 3497A, HP 3455A and HP 9000. (Program 
"SYS_ZOC" will hoot) 
From the "HP 9<XlO Series 300 Computer Data AcquisitionIRcduction System 
Menu", rress } "7, "Set Timc and Date", Updatc as neccssary 
Press F2, "Scan ZOC System", to enter "HP Multi-Programmer (HP 6944A) 
Operation Menu" 
2. CALMOD #1 AND #21NlTlALlZATiON 
NOTE: CALMOD Ii] and #2 initialization should always be completed prior to a day's 
tu nnel runs and after any files have been manipulated 
I'ress fl, "ZOC-14 Modules Menu", to load program "ZOC_MENlJ" and 
enter "ZOe Electronic Pressure Module Operation Menu" . 
I'ress F4, "Read CALSYS 2(x)() calibration pressures". Type I and "return" 
to enter "Program : CAL_READ PRJ", Open nitrogen bottle and throttle 
pressure to 110 psi with regulator valve. Type 0 for CRT or 1 for printer and 
"return" 
NOTE' Both CALMODs are set in inches of mercury. CALMOD #1 should provide 
calibrated pressures in the range of 30, 60 and 90 percent of +/- 15 psi (30.50 in. Hg) to 
calibrate ZOCs #2 and #3. 
Press F2 to enter "ZOC Electronic Pressure Module Operat ion Menu" 
Press F4. "Read CALSYS 2(x)() calibration pressures". Type 2 and "return" 
to enter "Program: CAL_READ_PR2". Type 0 or I and "return" 
NOTE: CALMOD #2 should provide calibrated pressures in the range of 30 ,60 and 90 
percent of 50 psi (101.8 in. Hg) \0 calibrate ZOC #1 
Secure nitrogen 
Prl'ss F2\0 enter "zoe Electronic Prcssurc Module Operation Menu" , Press 
}'7, "HP 6944A Main Menu", to enter "HP Multi-programmer (~W 6944,\) 
Operation Menu" 
3, PI AND P2 TRANSDUCER CALfBRATION 
NOTE: The proccdures for the calibration ofthc PI and P2 prcssure transducers were 
modificd due to thc installation of a new operation/calibration solenoid valve in the 
instrumentation and data aquisition system 
Prl'ss F2, "Calibrate Transducers (PIIP2)", to enter "Scanivalve Calibration 
Program". The PI and P2 tranducers are on ports 3 and 4, respectively, of the 
signal conditioner 
Open the nitrogen bottle and throttle the pressure to 110 psi with the regulator 
valve 
Type 3 and "return" , and verifY channel "003" is set on thc Data 
Acquisition/Control Unit 
Set the solenoid valve selector handle to the "OPERATE" position. 
Zero P I using the upper knob at port 3 on the signal conditioner. 
Set 50.9 inches of mercury on the calibration standard 
Set the valve selector handle to the "CALIDRA TE" position. 
Set +, 0125 using the lower knob at port 3 on the signal conditioner. 
Type 4 and "return", and verifY channel "004" is set on the Data 
Acquisi tion/Control Unit. 
Repeat the abovc procedures for the P2 transducer 
After both tranducers are calibrated, secure the nitrogen and Type II and 
"return" to entcr "HP Multi-programmer (HP 6944A) Operation Menu" 
Press FI, "ZOC-\4 Modules Mcnu" to enter "ZOC Electronic Pressure 
Modulc Operation Menu" 
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I'ress FI, "Scan 1-3 ZOC-14 Modules (32 ports ea)", (Program 
"NEW_SeAN_ZOc" will load) 
Press FJ to enter set-up parameters into the program 
Input atmospheric pressure in psia (e.g. 1449) and "return" 
Select data storage drive (0 is hard drive ",700 and I is floppy disk drive 
":,700, I") and "relum" 
lnput da ta sampling rate (330 Hz was u~ for current work) and "retu rn " 
NOTE: The following input scan type will detemlinc the number of zoe port scans. 0 and 
1 allow up to 32 ports per zoe to be scanned while 2 and 3 are automatically set at 32 ports 
per zoe 
Type 0 for single scan, ] fo r multiple scans, 2 for lower blade probe survey 
or 3 for middle blade probe survey and "return" 
""WARNING"*" If type 2 or 3 was selected, ensure the probe traverse assembly is 
located in t he correct posit ion ror that type or surny. For a middle blad~ 5Urv~y, it 
must b~ in th~ rurthest downstream position that th~ mounting block will allow. For 
a low~r blade lUrvey, the mounting block may be in either th~ upstream or downstream 
position. 
Select number or samples per port (for types 0 and I only) and "return" 
Select numb~r of ZOCs for recording data, (ZOe #1 is connected to the 
lower blade, probe and P3; zoe #2 to the left·hand sidewall; zoe #3 to the 
right·hand sidewall), and "return" 
Type 1 or 2 to enter the eALMOD number set for each zoe 
5. DATA COLLECTJOJ'I." PROCEDURES 
Set nitrogen pressure to 110 psi. 
VerifY position of RPV. The fully opcn position is suggested for the initial 
tunnel run of the day. Due to changing atmospheric conditions, the las! 
position set from a previous day may not position the shocks in the dt:sign 
locat ions 
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For scan types 2 and 3: VerifY the probe traversallcad screw and side tracks 
are properly lubricated and tum probe traverse motor controller on (red power 
light illuminates; the yellow on-line light should only illuminate when the 
traverse is moving) 
KOTE: The next step is to Press F4 for final preparation checklist and to begin data 
acquisition The outcome will vary depending on the scan type selected 
For scan types 0 and 1: Press F4 prior to commencing tunnel operations 
For scan types 2 and 3: Press F4 at least 30 seconds prior to opening tunnel 
air supply valve, This will avoid placing the upward traversing probe in the 
unsteady initial tunnel flow. (It took the probe 42 seconds to traverse to its 
starting position in the cUlTent work.) 
6, DATA COLLECnON 
When the tunnel pressure ratio, P2IP1, is at the desired value (displayed on the 
HP 9000), Press 1"5 to commence rlata collection 
When data collection is complete, the HP 9000 will display "Raw data 
completion complete" along with the raw and calibration data filenames 
After the calibration data is collected, secure the nitrogen supply and turn off 
the probe motor controller. 
KOTE: The raw and calibration data have been stored in files using an alphanumeric fonnat 
As an example, the data filename "ZWI312061" represents raw data (ZW), from zoe #(1), 
in the year 9(3), month ( \ 2), day (6), run (I). Calibration data files begin with "ZC" 
Press F4 to repeat the previous run using the same user input parameters as 
before. Press F3 to reset "NEW SCAN ZOC" to step 4 Press F6 to reduce 
the data or Pl"tSs F8 to exit. - -
7. DATA REDUCTION 
Press F6 to reduce the CUlTent day raw data. It is recommended that all data 
be reduced immediately after each run to assess the results and cOlTect the 
shock positioning if necessary 
NOTE: When the data reduction is complete. the reduced data file will begin with "ZR" 
Press F8 to enter "ZOC Electronic Pressure Module Operation Menu" 
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8. DATA ANALYSIS 
Press F2, "Read reduced data from ZOC-14 module, to load the program 
"ZOC_"'1E?\1J " 
NOTE: There are two options for printing out pressure data. To list all pressures fo r an 
individual zoe, Type 0 and "return" to load thc program "READ _ZOC2" . This program 
was uscU by Eric Tapp in his research, To list only those pressures used in Ihc pn:ssurc loss 
calculations, Type I and "return" to load the program "NEW_READ_ZOC1 ". This 
program, initially used by JefT Austin, plots the middle hlade survey and calculates the loss 
coefficient data, Both programs display the "READ zoe DATA AND Dl$PLA Y AS 
$HOWNMENU" 
For both options, Press Fl, "Input zoe infonnalion and read data". Input 
zoe information as prompted (i,c. 1,51218,1) and "return". Type 0 or I 
and "retunl" to select data storage drive 
NOTE> Once the reduced zoe data has been read, key 1'3 will list, in columnar form, the 
pressures in psia for that one zoe 
Press F3, "Print pressure dala to CRT or PRINTER". Type 0 or I and 
"return" 
For oplion 0 (program "READ _ZOC2), Press 1"8, "Exit Program" to return 
to "ZOC Electronic Pressure Module Operation Menu". Press F2, "Read 
reduced data from ZOC·14 module" to enter the program "ZOC _MENU" 
Type 1 and "return"l0 enter the program "NEW_READ_ZOCI". 
Press Fl, "Input ZOC information ami rcad data" . Input zoe information 
as prompted (i,e. 1,5121&,1) and "return", Type 0 or I and "return" to 
select data storage drive (Not required if option 1 (program 
NEW_READ_ZOCI) was originally uscd and pressurcsfor ZOC #1 were just 
listed 
NOTE' Key F5 only has meaning for ZOC #1 reduced data since it produces middle blade 
survey plots 
Press 1'5, "Plot Pt DataIPrint Losses" . Type 0 and "return" to dump plots 
to "Think Jet" . Press }'2 to continue. After the graph appears on the CRT, 
Press Shift-Dump Graph to obtain a hard-copy. Press F2 to continue 
Type 0 or I and "return" to list deviation angle and velocity data. 
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Press F2\0 continue and Type N (No) to discontinue plotting. 
Type 0 or 1 and "return" to li~t lo~s coefficient data 
Press }<'8, "Exit Program", to enter "ZOC Electronic Pressure Module 
operation Menu" . Return to Step 4 for additional tunnel runs. 
Press FI, "HP 6944A Main Menu", to return to the ~HP Multi-Programmer 
(HP 6944/\') Operation Menu". 
}'ressF7, "Main Menu", to return to the"HP 9000 Series 300 Computer Data 
AcquisitionfReduction System Menu" 
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APPENDTX B. MODIFICATIONS TO DATA ACQUISITION PROGRA!H S 
The original data acquisition program lor the ZOC-14 Data Acquisition System was 
"SCAN_ZOC_05", wril!cn by Wendland lRef 10J Afler the VELMEX NF90 stepping 
motor controller and UniSlide Motor Driven Asscmbly were made part of the wind tunnel 
apparatus, Myer lRef 7J modified the program and named it "SCAN_lOC_OG". The new 
program provided traversing data acquisition options for lower and middle blade surveys and 
continuous cascade pressure ratio displays prior to data acquisition. The filcnamc for 
"SCAN_ZOC_06" in the "HP6944A" directory in the HP 9000 computer system was 
"NEW_SeAN_ZOe", and this was the name with which Tapp lRef 8J and Austin [Ref 9] 
referred to the program. To prevent furthcr confusion and ambil:\uity, the program was 
renamed "NEW_SCAN_ZOC" to match ils filename 
A, CHANGES TO "NEW_SCAN_ZOC" 
The "NEW_SCAN_ZOC" program had to be modified to allow for thc required 
incremcntation of the traversing probe in the cascade wake. The original data acquisition 
survey traverse distance herund the middle blade was 2 inches, with 33 data survey positions 
(32 increments) cqually spaced at ,0625 inches. Austin [Ref 9J decreased the survey distance 
to 1.656 inches (staggered-passage width, Figure 6). The number of data survey positions 
remained the ~me (33), but the increment in distance between the middle 23 survey positions 
was decreased to .03125 inches to provide better spatial resolution. The increment in 
distance for thc top 5 and bottom 5 outside survey positions was .0625 and .13125 inches, 
respectively 
The dccision lor the 3J data survey positions was based on thc maximum memory size 
in the computer system's data collection buffer and the programming parameters for the 
VELMEX ~1eppjng motor controt!t..'f. When aU 32 ports on the 3 ZOC-14s were bcing used, 
with 10 samples being collected at each survey position, the maximum number of survey 
positions was 34, as shown in the following 
32 X 3 X 10 X 34 '" 32640 (Maximum Timer Counts: 32676) (B. l) 
The VELMEX was hard-wired 10 traverse at 0000625 inches/step, therefore, for the 2 inch 
survey distance with 32 increments (33 survey positions), there were a total of 32000 steps, 
or 1000 steps for each survey increment The VELMEX was programmed to travel at 1000 
steps/second, therefore, the parameters used in programming the 2 inch survey were fairly 
simplified. The 33 survey positions also allowed for an equal number of surveys above and 
below the blade 
The initial goal was to verify Austin's [Ref 10] results, therefore, the same number 
of survey positions was used with the same increment in distance for the midd le 23 positions 
Instead of different outside increment in distance above and below the blade, the increments 
were made constant as follows 
[1.656 inches - (22 X .OJ 125)] / 10 .. . 09&65 Inches (8.2) 
The code in "NEW _SCAN_ZOc" was modified to accomodate the the 1.656 inch middle 
blade survey distance, and the changes are outlined helow. The parameters for programming 
the VELMEX are given in Reference 13 
The program was also modified to accomodate a change in the pressure ratio 
monitoring sytem. Originally, channel (pot) "0" on the signal conditioner was used for 
calibrating and operating the PI 100 PSID transducer, but during the present work it began 
to malfunction The channel (pot) was changed to "3", and the program was modific<l 
accordingly. 
1. Initialization of the Probe Start Position Above (+) the Middle Blade 
Start position for 2 inch traverse: 3.3 12 inches above probe zero position 
(2 - 1.656) 12 .. . 172 Inches (8.3) 
3.312 - .In .. 3.140 fnches (H.4) 
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Start position for 1.0 56 inch traverse: 3_140 inches above probe zero positio n 
3.140 inches / .0000625 inches/step ~ +50240 lfeps (B.5) 
LINE 2880 OUTPUT @Traverse;"C,SIM1200,1I\J50240,R" 
The probe travelled 50240 steps up at 1200 ~tepsJsecond The 42 second travel time was 
verified with a timer 
2. Downward (-) Trllverse Operation for Dllta Acquisition 
DistancefIncrement for first 5 increments .09&65 inches 
Steps for first 5 increments 
09685 inches / .0000625 inches/s lep ~ -1550 steps 




The probe travels 1550 steps down during each of the first 5 increments at 1000 steps/second 
Steps for next 22 increments 
.03125 inches / .0000625 incheS/flep ~ - 500 steps 
LINE 4192 IF ISCAN < 28 TUEN OUTPUT @Traverse; 
"C,SIMIOOO,IIM-SOO,R" 
(B7) 
The probe travels 500 sleps down during each of the next 22 increments at 1000 
steps/second 
Steps for last 5 increments: -1550 sleps (From 8.6) 
LINE 4200 OUTPUT@Traverse;"C,SIMIOOO,IIM-1550,R" 
The probe travels 1550 steps down during each of the last 5 increments at 1000 sleps/second. 
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3. Pressure Monitoring System Signal Conditioner Pot Change 
LINE 3320 FOR Id = 3 TO 4 STEP 1 (Was: FOR Id - 0 TO 4 STEP 4) 
LINE 3350 CASE 3 (Was: CASE 0) 
Due to the changes in the survey positions, the data reduction program 
"NEW_READ_ZOCI" was modified. Instead of reading in cach increment in distance 
individually, a FORINEXT routine was used for efficiency. To make the pressUle distribution 
plots more readable, the parameters for the plotting subroutine were also modified 
I. In put of Blade Increment Positions 
The following lines of code were added: (Y is array storing increment positions) 
LINE 5135 FOR l =1 TO 33 
LINE 5136 IF 1<7 m EN Y(O=(I-I)''.09685 
LINE 5137 IF 1>6 AND 1<29 THEN Y(I)=Y(6)+(I-6)''.0312S 
LINE 5138 IF 1>28 THEN Y(O=Y(28)+(I-28)".09685 
LINE 5139 NEXT I 
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2. Parameters forJ>ressure Distribution Plots 
[ocremcnt in distance was plotted Or! the "Y" axis from 1.7 to 0 in at . 1 in in tervals 
Pressure was plotted on the "X" axis fi-om 28 to 52 psia al I psia intervals The followi ng 
lines o f code were changed to reflect the changes which were made 
LINE 4950 Xo = 28 
LINE 4960 Xf= 52 
LINE 4970 Yo = 1.7 
LINE 49&0 Yf= 0 




APPENDLX C.PLACEMENT OF LOW-PROFILE VORTEX GENERATORS 
The height (II) of the 6-5-1 low-profile, triangular plow VOg should be between .1 0 
and.s 0 , and the position of the VOs on the upper surfaces of the blades should be between 
200 and 30 0 in front of the shock impingement [Refs. 3 arid 18], which was located at.42 
C Sce Figures 2. 6, and 17-19 for the following discussion 
A. MEASUREMENT OF BOUNDARY LAyt:R THICKNESS 
A spark shadowgraph was taken of the wind tunnel test section without any air flow 
from this picture, the distance from the upper surface of the lower and middle blades was 
measured 10 the bottom of the positioning wire for each passage. The lengths of the visible 
ponions of the lower and middle blades were also measured to compare with the lengths of 
the visible test section ponions of the blades. A spark shadowgraph \Vas then taken, with the 
eamera in the same position, of the test section with the air flowing at Mach 1..1. The shock 
structures were positioned in the aft, stan-up position on the blade, allowing a larger area 
forward for measuring 6 . From the shadowgraph, the distance from the lop of the boundary 
layer was measured to the bottom of the positioning wires Table C.l lists the measurements 
taken and the calculations used to determine 6 follow 
Blade Length Shadowgraph BladefWire 
Blade Length Clearance 
Middle Blade 23116 2.05 0.06 





Table C.I Boundary Layer Thickness Measurements (inches) 
Therefore, the boundary layer thicknesses were determined as follows 
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Middle Blade 
~ • (0.06 - 0.00) 
23116 6 
{} '" .064 illches (0.1) 
Lower Blade 
~" (0.12-0.06) 
2 1/8 6 
0 '" .064 illches (C 2) 
B. POSITIONING OF VORTEX GENERA TORS 
Leading Edge Wedge Angle '" 3.5 G 
Blade Chord Len!,'ih (C) '" 6.00 illches 
The shock position measured along the chord was 
42 X 6.0 • 2.52 inches (C3) 
aft of the leading edge, and the distance measured along the upper surface was, 
2.52/ c()s(3.5°) • 2.52 inches (CA) 
aft of the leading edge The position of the VGs in front of the shock structure should be 
between 20 oand 30 0, or 1.28 and 1.92 inches, respectively, giving 
20 X .064 • 1.2& Inehey 
30 X .064 " 1.92 inehu 
(GS) 
(C6) 
For case in measuring, and to keep the VGs in front of an exisiting pressure port on the lower 
blade, the VGs were placed I Y. inches aft of the leading edge, which placed them 1.27 
inches in front of the shock structure, approximately at the 20 {} position, since 
2.S2 - I Y. • 1.27 inchu (C7) 
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C. A TTACflMENT OF VO RTEX GENERATORS 
The VGs were attached to the upper surface of the lower and middle blades using 
super glue amI a 5 inch diameter lighted, magnifYing lens. The procedure for both blades was 
identicaL First, using a square, light pencil lines were drawn across the blade at 1 'I. and 1 
7/16 inches aft orlhe blade leading edge, which corresponded to the positions oflhe leading 
and trailing edges cflhc VGs ,respl"CtfiIUy_ The spacing between the VGs was 6 h, and in 
accordance with Figure 14, ]/64 ofan inch was measured and marked in from each side of the 
blade at the line for the VO trailing edge position. A toothpick, with glue from a glue stick, 
was used to pick up the VG, and the super glue was then applied to the bollom of the VO 
While using the magnifying lens, the trailing edge of the first va was aligned with its 
corresponding position line at the 1/64 inch mark and placed on the blade surface. Another 
toothpick was used to adjust the position as necessary and apply pressure to the top of the 
VG. The excess super glue was then wiped away with a toothpick and a thin, damp cloth 
The same procedure was then used to affix the VG on the oppo~ite side of the blade. The 
middle 6 vas were affixed in the same manner, but a toothpick cut to 1m of an inch thick 
was used to space Ihe vas Once all 8 VGs were attached to the blade, all excess super glue 

















APPENDrx D. RE DUCED DATA AND NUMERICA L RESUL TS 
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Input an.d Pressure Data; Run. 3, 1(24/95 
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Input and Pre5sure Data: Run 2, 2/15/95 
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Pres5ure Distribution Plot and Flow Loss Results; Run 3, 2/15/95 
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Input and Pressure Dala: Run 4, 2/15/95 
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Pressure Distribution Plot and Flow Loss Results: Run 4, 2/15195 
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3. Steel Blades Wi tho ut Vo rtu Gencr:lIors 
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Input and Pressure Data: Run 1, 2124/95 
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Pressure Distribution Plot and Flow Loss Results: Run 3, 2/24/95 
Input and Pressure Data: Run 4, 2124/95 
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4. Stccl DI:llles With VortCl Generators 
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Pressure Distribution Plot and Flow Loss Results: Run 1, 3/14/95 
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Input and Pressure Data; Run 2, 3/ 14/95 
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Input and Pressure Data: Rlln 4, 3127/95 
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Pressure Distribution Plot and Flow Loss Results: Run 4, 3127/95 
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